
If rates of violent deaths are accurately recorded, then resources can be targeted at priority areas to reduce 
death rates and improve quality of life. When a violent death occurs, it must be categorized—or coded—through 
at least one of five channels identified by the GReVD consortium to ultimately be included in any count of violent 
deaths. Furthermore, the consortium identified nine stages to further define the how such deaths are recorded 
and coded. These five channels and nine stages form a 5 x 9 framework necessary for coding each violent death. 
This framework is charted on the next page; more detail is available in the Gaps Report. 

CHALLENGES 
As the framework shows, there are multiple challenges for coding violent deaths, regardless of the channel 
through which a death might be coded. This framework is indicative of the varieties and implications of these 
challenges to an accurate global count.

Technical and Political Challenges 
Political challenges encompass everything from abuse of power and state-sponsored violence to macro-level 
pressures, such as  reluctance by states to report on violence and the “gaming of stats,” to micro-level stress-
ors, such as fear of violent actors that affects local reporting or restricted movement of a free press that would 
otherwise report on violence or perceived newsworthiness of an event.

Technical challenges include obstacles of statistical capacity, the reach of platforms (coding process run by 
a single partner), and limitations of coding practices. Less developed countries typically have lower statistical 
capacity that can affect precision of administrative data. Global coding platforms might not be accessible to 
local data reporting, due to language or access challenges. Mandates of a coding platform or agency may affect 
whether a violent death is coded even when it is observed. 

Overcounting, Undercounting, and Unknown Effects 
Overcounting can occur when the same event passes through multiple channels (or different platforms within 
a channel) and is not deduplicated/disambiguated. Administrative data are often aggregated, making it difficult 
to identify specific events and reconcile overlapping datasets. For example, simply adding together data from 
health and criminal justice system reporting would often result in double-counting many homicides that are 
recorded in both. If political violence has resulted in deaths, administrative records from criminal justice may 
overlap with conflict datasets. 

Undercounting is simply missing events; unobserved deaths cannot be coded. When administrative actors or 
the press do not report on a violent death, it is often missing from coding. The political interpretation of what a 
violent death is (see GReVD Brief #2) or biases in reporting may result in undercounting. 

The over- and undercounting effects (false positives and false negatives) can be mixed when conditions inter-
sect or there is other noise in the reporting. Challenges like reconciling events to incidents (for example, was an 
event that spanned multiple days a single incident or multiple incidents?) can result in over- and undercounting. 
Machines still have challenges in turning highly contextual knowledge and unstructured natural language into 
single, disambiguated event reports. 

Not all noise is bad, though. Researchers can use high uncertainty from multiple point estimates to triangulate 
missing data and estimate the propensity for selection bias in a reporting system.
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OVERVIEW OF THE FIVE CHANNELS 
 � ADMINISTRATIVE CODING: Typically provided by state institutions (criminal justice and public health sys-

tems) and intergovernmental bodies. Often criminal justice data are coded by intent (homicides), while health 
systems code data by type of injury. Additional data may be found in death certificates and court records.

 � MEDIA REPORTING: The use of media reports, primarily written and electronic, as sources for coding 
of violence. Conflict deaths are primarily sourced through media reporting, although increasingly datasets 
that monitor political violence are supplementing media reporting with specialized reporting. In very violent 
environments, small-scale violence may not be considered “newsworthy.” 

 � SPECIALIZED AND EXPERT REPORTING: Surveillance from specialized actors that monitor local sourc-
es, including media and social media. Usually specialized on a type of violence (e.g., NGOs or civil society 
working on human rights violations, sexual violence, youth violence, drone strikes, or landmines). May also 
have an advocacy component that may make reporting and use of the channel/source political. 

 � DIRECT REPORTING (CROWDSOURCING): Public recording of violent death incidents, increasingly 
through new technologies, including text, apps, email, and social media. Obviously, there are challenges in 
verification and high degrees of variability in content and quality of data. 

 � REPRESENTATIVE SURVEY: Although retrospective surveys can provide important information about 
specific cases of violent death, representative surveys are most useful for identifying estimates of violent 
death within a particular population. These estimates can be used to calibrate precision of administrative 
and other data. Methodologies are largely developed by humanitarian actors so there are links to health and 
indirect mortality numbers. Surveys are significantly less expensive than censuses. 

Most of the data on homicides come from administrative records, whereas most data on conflict-related deaths 
are compiled through media reports. Increasingly, other channels of recording violent deaths are being developed.

OVERVIEW OF THE NINE STAGES,  
RELEVANT FOR BOTH HUMAN AND MACHINE CODING
(1) OBSERVED: Someone who is not the victim must observe the death. 

(2) REPORTING: Someone who observed the death must report it into one of the five channels—they must be 
aware of a coding system and use it. 

(3) IN PLATFORM: Infrastructure has to be built to allow coding globally, platforms like ACLED, GTD, and 
UCDP (consortium partners) are examples of this infrastructure. 

(4) INTERNAL DEDUPLICATION: Within the platform, duplicate reports of the same event need to be 
reconciled; it’s complicated by everything from syndication of stories to social media noise. 

(5) EVENT: From within a source, each unique news event needs to be identified. 

(6) ATTRIBUTES: Although a particular incident of violent death may be known, attributes like time, 
place, numbers, perpetrators, victims, or means may not be available from a single source. 

(7) SYNTHESIS: Information from multiple sources must be combined into a single event. 

(8) DISAMBIGUATION ACROSS SOURCES: Within a platform, different events must be uniquely identified. 
Time and location often use unique identifiers and serve as markers for disambiguation. 

(9) INTEGRATION ACROSS CHANNELS/PLATFORMS: Different platforms and channels must be recon-
ciled to avoid double-counting violent deaths. This can be complicated by different sources, mandates of 
platforms, reporting methods and interpretation of facts.

Because of the many challenges involved with coding violent deaths, the GReVD consortium endorses the prin-
ciple that every violent death must be coded by location and time. Standardized reporting of violent deaths can 
reduce many of the challenges outlined in the framework chart. Other advances in data science over the next ten 
years, including machine learning, will help researchers address challenges like reconciling events across chan-
nels and at scale required for global monitoring. Best practices from cities, agencies, and states can be used as 
a model for resolving political challenges and improving statistical capacity.
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See the GReVD Gaps Report 
for a discussion of current 

estimation and coding  
methods



Understanding the 5 x 9 
Framework
When a violent death occurs, it 
must be captured through one or 
more channels to eventually be 
included in a global count. There 
are a number of stages where 
errors may occur, represented by 
the nine columns in the figure. 
A particular error may result in 
under- or overcounting (indicated 
at the bottom of the figure by cir-
cled plus signs, minus signs, and 
question marks). 

A violent death must be cap-
tured through a channel, such 
as administrative data, the 
media, a survey, and/or other 
ways of knowing the death has 
happened. These channels are 
represented by the five rows. To 
be uniquely identified and count-
ed, every violent death must be 
coded with time and location, to 
avoid duplication among channels 
and stages.

See the Gaps Report from the 
GReVD consortium for more de-
tail, available under Resources on 
our website: www.grevd.org
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